includes images of male doctors who provided
abortions for women and were imprisoned
or, more recently as in the US, targeted by
pro-life groups for abusive harassment, and
even death. Men are not always the enemy of
women, and women are not necessarily friends
to other women.
Roberta McGrath

A Discontented Land
Simon Roberts, Merrie Albion

In We English, Simon Roberts’ 2009 book
depicting people’s leisure-time relationships
with land and place, Roberts emerged as
a contemporary master of the ‘long look’
style of social landscape photography. Large
format, high camera angle, wide view: it is a
style of picture-making that presents a vast
array of visual facts and through its godlike gaze encourages searching examination,
immersion and reverie. The landscapes of We
English, generally dominant over figures in
the scene, were depicted with a luminosity
and at a scale that often suggested a sublime
tranquillity. The English appeared at ease with
their environment, the land a setting capable of
inducing contentment and wonder. The warm
tonality and wide dynamic range of the printing
added to the book’s euphoric affect.
Merrie Albion takes us into altogether
darker terrain, presenting a very different
kind of Britain. Its images, made since 2007,
have a surface similarity to those in the earlier
book – mostly high angle, wide view – but
generally the landscapes have closed in, with
a greater focus on people, typically in crowds.
Some continue to address the theme of the
earlier book; but these are interspersed with
images of newsworthy events, including the
2010 General Election (for which Roberts was
official Election Artist), the 2012 Olympics, the
Royal Wedding of William and Kate, numerous
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austerity-era protests and demonstrations, the
Scottish and EU Referendums and aftermath
images of the 2011 urban riots and the 2017
Grenfell Tower fire.
The book has an air of neutral detachment
and comprehensive UK-wide coverage but
a subtle rhetoric of selection and framing
plays across many of the images and Roberts’
commentaries on them. Brexit is a recurring
theme, and although most of the images
predate the 2016 referendum, the book is
coloured by the dominant metropolitan mood
of the hour, presenting a fractured and unfair
society, half the population overlooked and
angry, remote and insensitive political decisionmaking, unwarranted fears over immigration,
and impending economic disaster. Roberts
offers even-handed sympathy for all groups
who either are, could be, or may imagine
themselves vulnerable and threatened: people
leading seemingly marginalised lives, such
as the white family sitting on the pavement
outside their terraced home in segregated
Blackburn; minority community gatherings;
a picture of the Vaisakhi Mela Sikh festival
placed next to one of a St George’s Day parade.
There are numerous pictures of conflict and
protest: against student fees, teachers’ pay cuts,
the planned privatisation of Royal Mail, local
government cuts, fracking, capitalism itself.
The engagement of politicians in the
democratic process is laid bare for the illusion
that it is, as the wide-angle view reveals the
careful staging of election events for the TV
cameras. Images of flooding in the Somerset
Levels, and a view of pastures earmarked as a
site for the future HS2 rail line, add notes of
environmental threat to the general gloomy
texture. The book’s cover design is based on a
downward economic graph made to illustrate
an aspect of the 2008 financial crash, at the
same time visually connoting the cliff-edge
Brexit that many fear. The book’s opening and
closing images depict period-costumed Dickens
fans cavorting in the sea at Broadstairs and
visitors peering over the cliffs at Beachy Head:
a nation, perhaps, with a nostalgic longing for
the past facing abrupt isolation from Europe.

Merrie Albion indeed.
What kind of people are we, who live in
this merry land? The book suggests, above
all, that we gather to protest, to take part in
social-identity celebrations, to shop and to
spectate. Many images depict people looking
and watching, experiencing life as commodified
spectacle: the Olympics, the Royal Wedding
on a big screen, air shows, processions, tourist
sites, the appearance of a celebrity politician.
There is a pervasive shoddiness, fakeness,
absurdity, about the events we take part in,
and the urban environments in which they
take place. An Olympic equestrian event
deploys ludicrous jumps in the form of heritage
monuments such as Stonehenge and the Houses
of Parliament. The Cotswold Olimpicks
at Chipping Campden features men racing
with buckets of water, the intention to get as
wet as possible, in front of a conspicuously
flimsy model of Dover Castle in a field. The
market square in Totnes, surfaced in the
locally-inappropriate grey industrial paviors
of pedestrianised zones everywhere, hosts
what looks like a crafts market, at which stallholders unaccountably tend their stalls wearing
medieval costumes. A crowd of glam-rock Kiss
fans at a festival at Castle Donnington gathers
for the camera, made up with ghoulish blackand-white face-paint to mimic the band’s stage
identity. Many wear merchandised t-shirts;
most also bear a sticky label on their chest:
stamped and validated by the authorities as
having paid their money to attend the event.
Despite the vaguely menacing make-up, some
of the youngsters make awkward, friendly
gestures at the camera.
A few images push against the current,
showing what seems more like an authentic
activity, a first-hand encounter with the world,
something that has not been purchased or
handed down as a preconstructed ritual; or
something someone has chosen as part of a
project for making a better life for themselves
and for society. A girl leaps for pleasure into
the River Esk. Small groups of walkers support
refugees on a story-telling pilgrimage along the
North Downs Way. Two men shake hands in

Cotswold Olimpicks, Chipping Campden,
Gloucestershire, 30 May 2008, Simon Roberts

Created by lawyer Robert Dover in the early 1600s, with the
support of King James, the Cotswold Olimpicks claim to be at the
origins of modern Olympic games. A temporary wooden structure
called Dover Castle was erected in a natural amphitheatre on

what is now known as Dover’s Hill, complete with small
cannons that were fired to begin the events. Original events like
sledgehammer throwing and wrestling have since given way to
Shin-Kicking, piano smashing, and Static Jump competitions.
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the street in an act of warm mutual recognition.
A family tends an allotment in Bristol, where
vegetables grow strongly out of the dark soil.
Such images are outnumbered in this oddly
dispiriting book; but I am grateful they are
there, as they suggest – in a dim echo of We
English – that there could be some hope for us
after all.
Simon Denison

Suits, Symbolism and Self-Portraiture
Brian Griffin, POP

Elvis Costello, possibly hung over, hangs
over a diving board above a swimming pool
on a sunny day in the Hollywood Hills. In
1978 Bruce Barnard, picture editor of The
Sunday Times Magazine, commissioned Brian
Griffin to photograph Elvis Costello and The
Attractions. Barnard, himself suffering from a
hangover, rejected the swimming pool image
for the magazine when Griffin brought it to
him. Instead, the photograph first appeared in
January 1979 on the inner sleeve of the album
Armed Forces, the picture being revealed
when the intricate interlocking design of the
record cover was unfolded. In the photograph
Costello’s prone form is clad in a dark suit.
Suits play an important part in Griffin’s
work. As the photographer notes in POP – a
chunky tome that brings together Griffin’s
music-related images, with an emphasis on
the late 1970s and the 1980s – when New
Wave music came along towards the end of the
seventies, the fashion for punk dishevelment
was replaced by performers wearing suits and
ties, slightly subverted. Griffin had already spent
some years photographing people in business
attire for the magazine Management Today, so
the transition to depicting the musical acts of the
time was tailor-made for him. In an early album
cover shoot, a suited Graham Parker poses
among the concrete of one of Griffin’s favourite

locations, the South Bank Centre. Parker could
pass for one of the businessmen in Management
Today – if not for the gorilla make-up. Griffin
returned to the location in 1979 for arguably his
most famous music photograph: Joe Jackson’s
white winkle picker shoes picked out by a thin
shaft of light across the South Bank’s paving
stones. The small world of music at the time
is revealed in POP. A suited and booted Jona
Lewie posed for his record cover not in a studio
set up of a living room, but actually in the front
room of Graham Parker’s mother’s house.
Lewie was one of a number of New Wave
acts on the Stiff record label. Until the mid to
late 1970s, seven-inch single picture covers
were rare in the UK, with most singles coming
in generic record-label sleeves. Stiff records and
the breakaway label Radar were pioneers in
the look of the new picture sleeves, and their
main designer was Barney Bubbles. Griffin met
Bubbles through the Graham Parker cover,
but it was their collaboration on the elaborate
design of Armed Forces, Griffin has noted,
‘where Barney and I really came together’.
They subsequently worked on many musicrelated projects, as well as the book © Brian
Griffin 1978, where Griffin’s photographs are
interpreted as abstract drawings by Bubbles.
POP is dedicated to the late designer. Paul
Gorman, author of Reasons To Be Cheerful:
The Life and Work of Barney Bubbles
contributes to POP the essay ‘BG x BB =
Brilliance’, within which he quotes Griffin
on the personal elements coded into Barney’s
designs: ‘He brought Barney to everything he
did’. Characteristic of Bubbles’ work is esoteric
symbolic imagery.
Symbolism is also present throughout
Griffin’s work, including his music photography.
By the mid-1980s, relations within Elvis
Costello and The Attractions were strained.
Griffin’s photograph for the cover of their
1984 album Goodbye Cruel World shows two
members of the band, who were seen as the
‘bad guys’, dressed in white. The other two,
regarded as the ‘good guys’, wear black. This
interpretation would have relied on an inside
knowledge lost on most buyers of the album.

Often Griffin’s photographs appear to have
minimal relevance to the act or their music. A
stuffed swan wrapped in polythene seems to
have little connection with Depeche Mode or
their album Speak & Spell. But there it is on the
cover. The image of a scythe-wielding worker
in a cornfield gracing the band’s next album A
Broken Frame transcended the music, finding a
new context when it appeared on the cover of
LIFE magazine in 1989 as one of the greatest
photographs of the decade, just as the wall came
down in Berlin.
Most of the symbolism in Griffin’s work
is closer to home. Links could be forged
between his Depeche Mode album sleeve
for Construction Time Again, showing a
man swinging a sledgehammer, and Griffin’s
family connections with heavy industry in
Britain, as evidenced in his book Work and
the recent autobiographical publication Black
Kingdom. Another ‘character’ in POP is
London’s Rotherhithe, where Griffin’s studio
has been based since 1980, and about which
Terry Rawlings writes nostalgically in POP.
The streets outside Griffin’s studio become
a supporting act themselves via their regular
appearances in the photographs. Also running
throughout POP is an informal, illuminating
conversation between Griffin and Rawlings
about the photographs and acts as they appear.
Its personal nature underlines the impression
that the book is a form of self-portrait.
Self-portraiture as an implicit element of
POP becomes explicit as the book ends. The
final photographs document the fascinating
changing appearance and performances of
Griffin himself. On the cover of Elvis Costello’s
1989 album Spike the singer’s head pokes
through a hole, appearing to be mounted as
a trophy on a tartan wall. In an outtake from
this shoot, we see the head of Griffin in place
of Costello. Coming at the close of the main
period of Griffin’s time working with music
imagery, this picture could stand for all of the
photographer’s work in POP: he brings Brian to
everything he does.
Stephen Bull
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